The conducted studies regarded the analysis of change of structure of point defects occurring during initial stage of recovery of FCC (Al, Cu) and HCP (Ti, Mg and Zn) metals at temperature close to T h =0.5T m . The changes in resistivity of the deformed and later recovered samples were measured. The recovery time was 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 min. The observed changes were correlated with reorganization of arrangement of lattice defects during annealing.
Introduction
Lattice defects such as vacancies or dislocation are characteristic feature of each metal. Their role in the hardening processes is well known and was a subject of many papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . It is also known, that heat treatment of the deformed metal leads to its recovery according to the following scheme:
• Thermally activated migration of interstitial atoms with simultaneous migration of vacancies causing decrease of vacancy concentration • Rearrangement of dislocations and annihilation of dislocations • Growth of sub-grains in preferential directions Not clear, however, is the path leading to the reconfiguration of the lattice defects at the beginning stage of the recovery process in the deformed metal.
Studies performed on zinc and cadmium single crystals deformed at low temperature showed a significant influence of configuration of point defects on the hardening process of the deformed structure. A tendency towards formation of complex vacancy structures such as loops, bi-vacancies, and tri-vacancies at certain temperature-stress conditions, causes anomalies of mechanical and physical properties. The phenomena are closely connected with crystal lattice and were often observed in hexagonal metals with high c/a ratio [9, 14] .
Resistivity of metal or alloy is strongly connected to the concentration of defects in the structure, which limits free path of conducting electrons interacting with phonons and dissipation centers. The interactions occur at an atomic level. Therefore, the number of the scattering centers to the number of atoms forming a crystal lattice of a studied conductor is an essential element having influence on resistivity. Statistical analysis of a typical metal points out, that the most abundant group of defects of the crystal lattice is vacancies. The additional scattering element are the mentioned phonon interactions responsible mainly for existence of thermal component of specific resistance [6, 15] . However, conducting measurements at liquid nitrogen allows to keep the thermal component at constant level, thus it is permitted to neglect it in qualitative analyses. The studied samples underwent 50% plastic deformation by rolling. The deformation process caused introduction to material large amount of structural defects such as vacancies and dislocations. Additionally, each metal is characterized by certain amount of vacancies due to thermal instability of the structure. It is to underline, that formation of a single vacancy is connected with formation of interstitial atom. Thus, two types of defects of opposite signs are produced, which mutual interactions leads to structural changes in a material.
Natural feature of structure is pursuit of achieving at certain thermal exposition the equilibrium concentration of vacancies typical for given temperature. The tendency is described by a formula, where the equilibrium concentration of vacancies is given by the ratio of number of nodes n to the number of atoms N; dependency of n/N from temperature T and energy of formation of a single vacancy E v is given by equation:
where: k -is Boltzmann constant Thus, the amount of vacancies increases exponentially with temperature.
In case of pre-deformed metallic sample followed by annealing the following processes will compete mainly:
• annihilation of vacancies introduced by deformation by recovery process • formation of thermal vacancies as natural mechanism to receive equilibrium concentration characteristic for given annealing temperature • formation of nuclei of new grains and dislocation structures • in some cases: possibility of formation of complex vacancy arrangements such as multi-vacancies and vacancy loops ( Fig. 1 ) Studies performed at various metals showed, that complex vacancy arrangements appearing in FCC structures have thermodynamically stable character and do not exhibit tendency to reconfiguration. They are also characterized by energy diversification. The results show that the close-packed (111) surface has the lowest surface energy and the (110) surface has the largest surface energy. There is a significant difference among the vacancy formation energies between the different surfaces. The vacancy formation energy of the (111) surface is the highest, while that of the (110) surface is the lowest [16] . On the other hand in the HCP metals, especially in those with high c/a ratio, the vacancy mechanism play important role in the hardening processes causing phenomena of anomaly of mechanical properties at various temperatures.
The amount of defects in structure affects resistivity and mechanical properties of a metal or alloy. According to Matthiessen rule, the measured value of resistivity includes few components:
where ρ d -background resistivity from electron scattering at dislocations ρ p -background resistivity from electron scattering at phonons ρ i -background resistivity from electron scattering at point defects ρ gb -background resistivity from electron scattering at grain boundaries.
Energy needed to produce a single vacancy in a pure metal is in the range ∆H = 0.5 to 1 eV and depends mainly on the strength of interatomic bonds. This is a value much lower than the one necessary to produce a single dislocation in the pure metal. Therefore, the quantitative domination of point defects in the structure is noted. The analogical situation takes place in case of ability of a vacancy to migrate. The energy needed to move a vacancy is much lower than energy needed to move a dislocation. Thus, the changes in resistivity observed in first minutes of the recovery process should be connected with reorganization of the point-defect structure in crystal lattice. Dislocations and grain boundaries as features of a bigger scale and significantly less abundant, express much smaller effect on the electrical parameters of a metal.
The differences in specific conductivity of chosen metals should be also taken into consideration, i.e. resistivity of titanium and copper at 300K differs by about 20 times, what causes differences in sensitivity of described method for particular metals. The same quantitative change in relation to scattering centers caused in various metals will translate to other scale of changes in electrical properties. Despite this, the method of analysis of structural changes by means of measurements of the electrical properties allows to perform qualitative evaluation of processes undergoing in a material and may make up for a starting point for further studies.
Basing on the above information a respective experiment was designed and conducted.
Methods
Five metals with various crystal lattice and lattice parameters given in table 1 were chosen: Al (99.97 wt.%), Cu (99.97 wt.%), Ti (99.95 wt.%), Mg (99.7 wt.%) and Zn (99.995 wt.%). Aluminum and copper represent face-centered-cubic (FCC) lattice while titanium, magnesium and zinc the hexagonal-closed-packed (HCP) one. The FCC and HCP lattices were chosen due to their structural similarity: both lattices are constructed from closed packed planes with highest density of atoms varying only in the stacking sequence (ABCABC in case of FCC and ABAB in case of HCP lattice). Aluminum and copper were chosen for their relatively low melting temperature and extremely different densities. The hexagonal metals were chosen with respect of their different c/a ratio:
• c/a of titanium equals 1.587, which is much below the ideal, which is 1.633 • c/a of magnesium equals 1.623, which is the closest value to the ideal one • c/a of zinc equals 1.856, much higher from the ideal one.
The above metals were deformed by cold-rolling by 50%. Next, samples were cut out as shown in Figure 2 . The samples underwent annealing at temperature about 0.5T m at times of 1 to 5 min. The duration of the process was determined experimentally and reflect the range of the biggest structural changes occurring in the initial stage of annealing. For reference, samples directly after deformation were used (in Figs. 3-7, t = 0min) and samples after 1h of annealing (dashed line). In order to minimize time of heating the samples to a given temperature and obtaining the most stable annealing conditions, salt bath was applied. After taking the samples out from the bath, they were cooled in water (supersaturated) and mounted to four-point head to measure resistivity. All the measurements were performed at liquid nitrogen (77K), what allowed to decrease the influence of thermal component of resistivity and keeping it at constant level. Ωm, what is a value 3 to 4 times lower than the measured one, thus it was not necessary to introduce range of errors on the characteristics (Figs. 3-7) The results of the test cannot be interpreted quantitatively but they enable for comparison of conductivity of the discussed samples and allow for determination of structural changes after various annealing times.
Discussion
The experiment regards three aspects of defects of crystal lattice of metal:
• The initial material is strongly defected. Annealing causes recovery what results in reduction of point defects.
• Characteristic material feature depending on the temperature is equilibrium concentration of the vacancies, which rises strongly with an increase of the temperature.
• Large density of the vacancies in the structure leads to a formation of conglomerates (bi-vacancies etc.), which migration energy and lifetime are different than that of a single vacancy. Short times of annealing at temperature of T = 0.5 T m cause overlapping of the four processes mentioned in the introduction. The key aspect of the problem is amount of the energy necessary to produce a vacancy. This is an individual quantity for each metal depending to large extend on its structure and purity. In case of pure metal of crystal lattice of FCC (Al, Cu) or HCP (Mg) lattice with c/a ratio ∼1.633, the energies are much alike. However, for many HCP metals with c/a ratio different from ideal one, the energies are much lower. Besides, purity of the metal is an important factor; alloying additions decrease the energy of the vacancy formation: in case of copper (0.85eV) the addition of 35% of Zn decreases the energy to 0.30eV. • C). The previously-mentioned processes include: on one side, natural annihilation of point defects produced during deformation and as thermal defects due to decrease of temperature leading eventually to equilibrium concentration of defects at given temperature, and on the other side, decomposition of complex vacancy structures such as multi-vacancies and vacancy loops. The second type of the observed dependencies shows also decreasing monotonic character. This may be caused by activation or rapid growth of participation of another process. The effect is present in FCC metals annealed at higher temperatures ( Figure 3 , 4: Al and Cu, the curves with marked circles, annealed at 400
• C). The third case presented in Figures 5-7 , regards HCP metals with low energy of vacancy formation (Zn, Mg, Ti). The characteristics of resistivity after determined recovery time is oscillatory, what proves large dynamics of undergoing processes. In previously described cases presented in Figure 3 and 4 for Al and Cu, the relatively high vacancy formation energy of 0.8 eV does not allow for too big increase of the lattice defects. The amount of vacancies produced in the structure can be significantly higher in case of HCP metals than FCC ones. Large amount of vacancies causes activation of another phenomenon consisting in joining of vacancies into conglomerates of two or more vacancies. Such a system shows much higher mobility (lower migration energy) than a single vacancy [6] . Overlapping of the following processes of: annihilation, growth of the amount of the vacancies to the equilibrium concentration and formation of the vacancy conglomerates results in the observed oscillations on the characteristics.
After certain time, the complex vacancy structures undergo decomposition to single point defects causing an increase of scattering centers by means of conductance electrons in the structure. Thus, the free path of conductance electrons associated by increase of resistivity of metal. The next stage is annihilation of individual vacancies giving the effect of cleaning the structure, and consequently small decrease of resistivity until equilibrium concentration of vacancies is reached.
The analysis of the observed phenomena shows interesting correlation with literature data. According to a model of vacancy diffusion, the value of activation diffusion Q includes both enthalpy of movement ∆H w as well as enthalpy of formation ∆H f of a vacancy:
In case of pure metals, ∆H w and ∆H f exhibit similar proportions, therefore energy of formation of a vacancy of given metal can be compared. Elements with HCP lattice (Ti, Mg and Zn) show the smallest values of diffusion activation energy Q. Relatively high value of Q for titanium is due to the highest melting temperature among the studied elements. Therefore, it is characterized by the strongest interatomic bonds. Energy balance confirms possibility of occurring of the discussed phenomena during initial stage of recovery of HCP metals.
Conclusions
The obtained results showed in case of FCC metals, a decrease of resistivity in time of recovery decreases monotonically, what attests to progressive annihilation of structural defects. In case of HCP metals, it was observed that the changes exhibit oscillatory characteristics with minimum occurring at time of about 1 to 2 min. Thus, the lattice defects must reconfigure and thermodynamically unstable structures (multi-vacancies, loops) form at the initial stage of the recovery, which are responsible for a cleaning effect of the structure and momentary decrease of the resistivity below the level natural for the fully-recovered structure characterized by equilibrium vacancy concentration.
• In case of FCC metals, the decrease of resistivity in time of annealing show monotonic tendency, what proves progressing annihilation of structural defects.
• In case of HCP metals it was observed, that changes in resistivity in time of annealing exhibit oscillatory character with minimum occurring after time of about 2 min. The noted changes support the thesis of reconfiguration of lattice defects and formation of vacancy clusters during initial stage of recovery. Thus, the cleaning process of the structure and momentary drop of resistivity take place. After certain time, the structures decompose, what is associated by increase of resistivity, followed by annihilation of individual vacancies and decrease of resistivity until the equilibrium concentration of vacancies at given temperature is reached.
• Energy balance of vacancy phenomena in discussed types of crystal structure confirms that HCP structures, especially those with large deviation of c/a ratio from ideal one, are susceptible for operation of vacancy mechanisms.
